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EFFECT OF STATOR AND ROTOR ASPECT RATIO ON
TRANSONIC-TURBINE PERFORMANCE
By Robert Y. Wong and Daniel E. Monroe
SUMMARY
The effect of stator and rotor aspect ratio on transonic-turbine
performance was experimentally investigated. The stator aspect ratios
covered were 1.6, 0.8_ and 0.4, while the rotor aspect ratios investi-
gated were 1.46 and 0.73. It was found that the observed variation in
turbine design-point efficiency was negligible. Thus, within the range
of aspect ratio investigated, these results verify for turbines operating
in the transonic flow range the finding of a reference report, which
showed analytically that, if blade shape and solidity are held constantj
the aspect ratio may be varied over a wide range without appreciable
change in turbine efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
In the design of a turbine it is in many cases desirable to select
the aspect ratio of the blading from such mechanical considerations as
turbine weight, disk stress, or blade manufacturing tolerances. There-
fore, it is important that the designer understand the significance of
his selection on the resultant over-all turbine performance.
Recent analytical investigations into losses occurring in turbo-
machinery have indicated that, if surface velocity distributions are
maintained constant (by maintaining blade shape and solidity of blades
in a blade row), the aspect ratio may be varied over a wide range without
appreciable change in over-all turbine loss (ref. I). This result was
experimentally verified with reference 2 for turbines designed for con-
servative velocity diagrams.
The investigation described in this report determines if the aspect
ratio effects predicted in reference i can be applied to turbines oper-
ating in the transonic flow range. Three transonic stators were
E-177
investigated experimentally, each with the same rotor. The stator aspect
ratios selected were 1.6, 0.8, and 0.4 with both the stator blade shap_
and solidity held constant. In addition_ t_ro transonic rotors having
aspect ratios of I.A6 and 0.73 were investigated using the highest aspect
ratio stator. The latter one was used in the stator study. The manner
used in varying the rotor aspect ratio was the same as that used for the
stator. Included in this report are the results of the over-all per-
formance tests of the four turbines investigated. In addition, the re-
sults of surveys obtained behind the three stators are presented to
further establish the fundamental reasons as to why the observed aspect
ratio effects occurred.
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SYMBOLS
blade heightaspect ratio,
chord length
chord length, ft
blade wake form factor, ratio of wake displacement thickness to
wake momentum thickness
specific work output, Btu/ib
rotative speed, rpm
exponent used to describe simple boundary-layer velocity profile
pressure, ib/sq ft
radius
blade velocity, ft/sec
absolute gas velocity_ ft/sec
relative gas velocity_ ft/sec
weight flow_ ib/sec
ratio of specific heats
ratio of inlet total pressure to NASA standard sea-level pres-
sure, p_/p*
he
cr
Y
_w
adiabatic efficiency defined as ratio of turbine work based on
torque_ weight flow_ and speed measurements to ideal work based
on inlet total temperature and inlet and outlet total pressure_
both defined as sum of static pressure plus pressure correspond-
ing to gas velocity
squared ratio of critical velocity at turbine inlet to critical
. 2
velocity at NASA standard sea-level temperature, (Vcr,0/Vcr)
blade wake momentum thickness_ ft
Subscripts:
cr
fs
le
t
te
x
0
I
2
3
5
6
conditions at Mach number of 1.00
conditions at free stream or that region between blade wakes
leading edge
tip
trailing edge
axial direction
upstream of stator (see fig. 2)
channel exit
station just upstream of stator trailing edge
station in free stream between stator and rotor
station just upstream of rotor trailing edge
downstream of rotor
Superscripts:
NASAstandard conditions
' absolute total state
TURBINEDESIGN
Design Requirements
The following design requirements for the 14-inch cold-air turbines
investigated herein are the sameas referm_ce 5:
Equivalent specific work, fkh'/Scr , Btu/ib ............ 22.61
Equivalent weight flow, CW_cr/5, ib/sec ............ 11.95
Equivalent tip speed, Ut/_cr, ft/sec ............... 597
Stator Design
The three stator blade rows used in t}_is investigation were obtained
by using the stator blade described in ref_rence 5 and scaling the pro-
files of this stator to one-half and twice the size, while maintaining
the solidity at 1.41 (defined herein as th(_ ratio of chord to spacing at
the meanradius) and the blade height at 2 i inches. This resulted in
the three stator blade rows containing AO, 20, and i0 blades. The 40-,
20-, and 10-blade stators with correspondiI_g aspect ratios _) of ].6,
O.S, and 0.4 will be hereafter referred to as stators A, B, and C, re-
spectively. The aspect ratios and number(f blades for the three stators
are tabulated in table I.
The trailing-edge radii of the stator, _ were maintained at 0.005 inch.
The spacing changes due to aspect-ratio variations while maintaining
trailing-edge thickness and solidity constant resulted in a v_riation in
trailing-edge blockage_ which in turn resulted in sli6htl_y different
blade velocity diagrams as tabulated in table !I, The coordinates on
cylindrical s_urfaces for stators A_ B, and C _re c:iven in ta_b_J lI!. A
photograph oi' the three st_iors is present<d in fi_ure J,
5Rotor Design
The two rotor blade rows used in this investigation were obtained
by using that described in reference _ and scaling the profile of this
rotor to one-half size while maintaining the solidity at 2.86 and the
blade height at 2.1 inches. This scaling resulted in a rotor with 7A
blades. The 74- and 3V-blade rotors with corresponding aspect ratios
of 1.46 and 0.73 will be hereafter referred to as rotors A and B,
respectively. The aspect ratios and numberof blades for these rotors
are tabulated in table I. The coordinates for rotors A and B are given
in table IV, and the velocity diagrams are given in figure 2. A photo-
graph of the two rotors is presented in figure 3.
APPARATUS,INSTRUMENTATION,A DI_ROCEDURE
The apparatus, instrumentation, and method of calculating the per-
formance parameters are the sameas those described in reference 4 with
the following exceptions: (i) A sharp-edged orifice was used to measure
air weight flow instead of the submergedadjustable orifice previously
used. The sharp-edged orifice was installed in accordance with ASME
PowerTest Codesand located downstreamof an automatic pressure control
valve to assure measurementsunder steady-flow conditions. The sharp-
edged orifice was calibrated and found to indicate about 1/2 percent
higher weight flow than the previously used submergedorifice. (2) A
wire meshscreen was placed about 150 wire diameters upstream of the
turbine inlet to remove flow distortion due to large struts and boundary-
layer buildup. (3) Another strain-gage torquemeter was used and, al-
though it was statically calibrated, the two torquemeters could differ
by as muchas 1/2 percent because of dynamic effects which result from
manufacturing tolerances.
The difference in level of performance between that reported in
reference 3 and that reported herein is attributable to the differences
in instrumentation discussed herein and experimental error. A diagram-
matic sketch of the cold-air turbine test section is given in figure 4.
The over-all performance of four single-stage turbines was obtained
by operating stators A_ B, and C with rotor B, and then rotor A with
stator A. These turbines will be hereafter referred to as turbines I,
II, III, and IV (see table I). Performance test runs were madeat con-
stant speeds of 60_ 70_ 80_ 90_ i00_ ii0. an@120 percent design speed.
For each speed the total-pressure ratio was varied from approximately
_.S to the maximumobtainable pressure ratio [approx. 2°5). _e turbine-
inle_ conditions were main_ai_ed at approximateiy ±_o F and 32 inches
of mercury absolute.
Surveys of total pressure just at the trailing edge and slightly
downstreamof the exit of the three stators were madeto obtain the blade
wake characteristics and over-all stator tc,tal-pressure ratio.
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Effect of Stator and Rotor Aspect Ratio on Over-All Turbine Performance
The over-all performance characteristics obtained in testing the
four turbines are presented in figure 5. ]n this figure equivalent
specific work 2_h'/ecr is plotted against weight-flow - speed param-
eter owN/8 for lines of constant total-plessure ratio from 1.8 to
limiting loading (max. work output). Lines of constant speed as a per-
cent of design speed and constant total efficiency _ are also shown.
A comparison of the performance mapsfor turbines I, II_ and III(figs. 5(a), (b)_ and (c)) indicates that at design equivalent specific
work and design equivalent speed the experimentally obtained efficiencies
were 0.858, 0.855_ and 0.856_ respectively. The average of the observed
choking weight flow of these three turbines was about 1/2 percent less
than design with less than 0.2-percent variation amongthem. Since the
differences in design-point efficiency are small_ experimental accuracy
of this test setup would tend to obscure any significance that maybe
attached to these differences. The result to be noted here is that
stator aspect ratio was varied from 1.6 to 0.4 with little effect on
design-point performance.
A comparison of the performance maps for turbines I and IV (figs.
5(a) and (d)) at design equivalent speed inlicates that the experi-
mentally obtained efficiencies were 0.858 a_ 0.859_ respectively. The
average choking weight flow was goout 0.8 p_rcent less than design with
less than 0.2-percent variation. Since the difference in efficiency
again is small, it can be concluded that rotor aspect ratio within the
range investigated had little effect on deslgn-point performance.
Effect of Stator Aspect Ratio on Stato:" WakeCharacteristics
Stator-mean-section wake characteristi,:s were obtained from total-
pressure surveys madejust downstreamof th_ trailing edge. Blade wake
form factor plotted against outlet critical velocity ratio for the three
stators is shownin figure 6. The ratio of blade wake momentumthickness
to chord for the three stators is plotted _;ainst outlet critical veloc-
ity ratio in figure 7. These parameters ar_ similar to those of refer-
ence 5_ which presents a study of mean-section blade element boundary-
layer characteristics. An inspection of figure 6 of the form factor_
obtained for the blade wake at the meanradfus_ indicates that similar
7trends were obtained for all three stators. Shownwith the form factor
is a theoretical variation of form factor with velocity assuming a simple
power law velocity profile with an exponent n of 1/7. It can be seen
from figure 6 that for stators A and C the experimentally obtained form
factor can be closely approximated with the simple power law velocity
profile. For stator B, however_ most of the points fall somewhatabove
the theoretical curve, which indicates a somewhatlarger displacement
thickness.
A comparison of the ratio of momentumthickness to chord in figure 7
indicates a trend of decreasing ratio with velocity and increasing ratio
with increasing aspect ratio. This increase in ratio of momentumthick-
ness to chord with aspect ratio is a reflection of the effect of chord
Reynolds number on blade element loss.
By using the method of reference 6 the over-all total-pressure ratio
across these three stators was computedfrom the mean-section wake char-
acteristics and is plotted in figure 8 against outlet free-stream critical
velocity ratio. This method includes the effects of the end walls by
assuming that the mean-section blade element momentum thickness for a
straight-back blade is representative of the average momentum thickness
on both the blade and end-wall surfaces within the blade passage. Figure
8 shows that the pressure loss increases with increases in exit velocity.
Also shown in figure 8 is the momentum-averaged total-pressure ratio
obtained from circumferential and radial surveys of total pressure in
a segment of the turbine annulus corresponding to one stator blade spacing
and in a plane approximately I/A inch downstream of the stator trailing
edge. The momentum-averaged total-pressure ratios for stators A_ B, and
C operating at near-design condition are 0.9681, 0.97S0_ and 0.9871,
respectively. A comparison of the momentum-averaged total-pressure
ratios with the total-pressure ratios calculated from the mean-section
blade element wake characteristics indicates close agreement between
the two methods. Further, it is seen that at a critical velocity ratio
of i.i0 (approximately design conditions) the total-pressure ratios for
stators A, B, and C are 0.9683_ 0.9726_ and 0.9686, respectively. This
variation in total-pressure ratio represents approximately a iA-percent
variation in stator loss. On the basis of stator loss alone, it would
appear that stator B with an aspect ratio of 0.8 is near the optimum
aspect ratio. The effect on turbine performance of this order of change
in stator loss, however, is less than 1/2 point in turbine efficiency.
Further, it is seen that the total-pressure ratios for stators A and
C are about the same on either basis. This indicates that the effect
of chord Reynolds number on blade element loss is compensated for by
the wall areas, thus yielding comparable total-pressure losses. For
stator B the effects of chord Reynolds number and wall area appear to
yield the minimum total-pressure loss. However, as pointed out earlier,
this difference in total-pressure loss would affect turbine efficiency
by less than i/2 point.
8Effect of Rotor Aspect Ratio on Effective _otor WakeCharacteristics
By using the design-point efficiency ard the method of reference 7
the effective mean-section two-dimensional _omentumthickness was com-
puted. The value of this momentumthickness for rotor A (aspect ratio
of 1.46) was 0.0128 and for rotor B (aspect ratio of 0.75) was 0.0117.
This variation again is a reflection of the change in chord Reynolds
number on blade element loss. Here again_ the wall area appears to
compensatefor the effect of chord Reynolds aumberto give comparable
total-pressure losses and hence comparable o_er-all turbine efficiency.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The results of an investigation to determine the effect of stator
and rotor aspect ratio on transonic-turbine performance are presented
herein. The stator aspect ratios covered we_e 1.6, 0.8, and 0.4, and all
had a solidity of 1.41. The rotor aspect ra_ios covered were 1.46 and
0.73_ and both had a solidity of 2.86. It w;is found that over-all tur-
bine performance was not affected appreciabl_r by changes in the stator
or rotor aspect ratio. Thus, for the range c_f aspect ratios investigated
this result verifies the finding of referenc_ l, which analytically shows
that end-wall area counteracts the effect of chord Reynolds numberso that
aspect ratio maybe varied over a wide range with little effect on over-
all performance. The results of this investfgation verified these analyt-
ical considerations for turbines operating il the transonic flow range.
Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministlation
Cleveland_ 0hio_ November19_ 1958
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TABLEI. - STATORANDROTORCOMBINATIONS
OFTURBINESINVESTIGATED
Turbine Stator Rotor
Desig- Aspect I Number De ig- Aspect Number
nation ratio I of blades na ion ratio of blades
I
II
III
IV
A
B
C
A
1.6
.8
.4
1.6
4O
2O
i0
4O
B
]3
B
_k
0.73
.75
.75
i .46
37
37
57
74
TABLE II. - STATOR-BLADE-SECTION COORDINATES
(a) Stator A
Ii
"rl.jI e : O'OlO"Parallel to
Ys__ axis of
--X rotation_
__Blade X
rte = 0.005".!.. `/`
Section Hub Mean Tip
55°18 ' 50o50 ' 48Os0 ,
0.70 0.85 1.00r/r t
X_ Ys_ Yp_ YsJ Yp_ Ys_ Yp,
in. in. in. in. in. in. in.
0.00 0.010 0.010 O.010 0.010 0.010 0.010
.i0 .i16 .056 .124 .051 .i0_ .048
.20 .165 .086 .176 .080 .152 .072
.50 .185 .096 .195 .092 .171 .078
.40 .184 .096 .192 .094 .171 .076
.50 .167 .092 .174 .090 .159 .072
.60 .145 .084 .154 .084 .145 .068
.70 .125 .074 .1SS .076 .127 .064
.80 .i00 .062 .114 .069 .112 .058
.90 .078 .050 .094 .060 .096 .052
1.00
I.i0
1.20
1.207
1.50
.055 .056 .O74 .048 .081 .046
.052 .020 .054 .055 .065 .058
.......... .054 .020 .050 .050
.005 .005 ....................
........... .014 .003 .034 .020
1.514
1.40
1.462
.......... .005 .005 ...........
....................... .019 .008
...................... .005 .005
12
TAi_LE ii. - Continued• STATOR-BLADE-;IECTION COORDINATES
(i ] Stator B
#r_c : 0.010' I
I l ara le_ to
Y;. _'qb_< axJ:; of
_..\_y _ _adero,ta i one,,\,
rt_ - 0 (OS ''-_"
Sect ion Hub Heart
$6°18, 50o50,
Tip
48Os0 '
0.85 i. 00
Yp Ys,
in in.
0.O20 O.020
.12S .048
.207 •096
.26S .124
.I4S
• 151%
• 155
.155
.15S
•148
.14S
• i,ii
.136
• 132
• 17,8
• 0_i
.0:;
.0
• 0
.Of "_ .O(W .0'_,_ II .040i
,' : ..... i '[)0. _'%(! ...... _ .....
I ..... J.................. o
i _ ._;_': J ..... .......... i ..... .0": .Oi!
i:. ,,:D ............... j .... .,0- J ,001
. ,, ,, ........ _,;::,,]_.__'?_'<:j
__ "" . _ ..... _ ,---i ]--7
TABLE II. - Concluded. STATOR-BLADE-SECTION COORDINATES
(c) Stator C
-rle : O.O_£iO H
_/ Parallel to
Ys Y_!X axis of
rte : 0.00£52/,
15
Section
r//rt
X,
in.
0.00
.?,0
.40
.60
, ,%O
i .00
i .'0
1.40
i. 60
i. "30
[_.00
2.20
[ .40
2.60
2.80
5. O0
3. :0
3.40
J. 60
.5. _0
4.00
4 ,:0
4.40
4 ,<0
4./71
!. : 0
; ' 4
;_. I£:
_: ., '0'
L _'' !
,%3O4G _
•14J
•Clti ,'
.O;1
.00!
• $43
.:330
.31S
• 2US
• 27 S
.25S
• 23Y
• '213
• 1 !7
• lii
• 13,1
• lO} i
.0,',
0).
00,
• 742
• ,,66
• Z66
•/4ii
• ;z I /
Yp, ] s,
in. in.
• 030 .050
• 0 _7 253
• 1Lil 405
.}_dO .515
• :R;,I
• 'JSO
• • [
16
H
¢3
H
O
O
O
E-4
CO
M
6
H
I
H
H
c0 o0 b_
o o_o _
G3
o Or400
O
_3 o3 o3
OLO0
b-CO0
° _
4_o _
©
cO
4_
o 0
_ .H CO
%
©
4-_
CO
d)
t,O
0
15
TABLE IV. - ROTOR-BLADE-SECTION COORDINATES
(a) Rotor A
rl e
-Blade
Yp_ chord
J Section Hub
I _, -3.2S
I ,_eK
w---
I r/r+ O. 70
i x, i Ys, I :_p'
_ _ in. I in.
Mean Tip
7.93 19.87
0. dS
[ Ys' Y9_
In. in.
l.OO
Ys' Yp±
zn. in.
w----
O, O00
.OSO
•i00
•150
•200
.250
•300
.550
•,IO0
•,iSO
• SO0
.550
• 600
• 650
• 700
•"750
•800
• 850
• bOO
• 950
!. 000
i .050
i. i00
1. 150
1. 200
1.250
1.300
i. 350
i, 4 O0
i. 4',7D
L. ;4)
1.4 bO
i. SO0
i. SL6
0•005 0.005 1
.071 .044 ]
.ik9 .091
•185 .152
,233 .169
• 2 / S • 2 O0
.31f ,228
• 355 .257
.5_35 ,273
• 410 .2 L,I
.420 .505
.442 .316
.451 .526
•454 .$63
.452 •S38
• 446 ,53[!
• 435 .355
•4-?0 .52 F
•400 .315
• 3 / 7 .300
.3,tB [ .2:t0
• 316 ,25 v
,2U! .'f40
,213 ,1_9
,}03 ,!65
.162 I .INS i
.121 .Ogl
.080 .052
.03(! .013
.010 .0.]0
.......... [
).OOS 0.005
.069 .0¢1
.12[t .084
,179 ,120
,222 ,152
.267 .lifO ,218
.503 .203 .244
.353 1 o90 ,2U/
• _ . ?66
•358 .237 .£6[5
.$76 ,24L_
,5dg .259 ,306
.St)6 ,267 .312
.3U9 .272 .315
.5U9 .2F4 .316
.368 .274 .313
,3_3 .:::Tt: ] .307
,36_ _ ,26/ ,298
.352 .2159 .286
.332 .24.!1!. .2/1
.30U .235 .254
.2[i S ,flu ,255
• ::SS ,202
S_,1 .... .1,,'3
i _4 , 123 ,1.S;t
•130
•i03 .109
•072 ,018 .0_7
.041 .01_ .066
.......... .....
• 010 .OlO I .044
.......... .023
.......... _ .... 7 r ..... [ .010
0,005 O.005
.OSd .031
.i0/ .062
,149 .088
•186 .112
.132
.150
.162
.1/u
• lbO
.19_
,206
.312
.215
• 21F
,212
.212
• 206
,lgS
• 1,_, 8
• 1/7
.164
• 1 ".i %}
•1:54
.117
•i00
• O,u2
• 063
•044
I
.023
.002
.OlO
16
TABLE IV. - Concluded.
rle
ROTOR-BLADE-S}CTION COORDINATES
(b) Rotor B
Ys Blade
Axis of_rotation _@__/
-@ _i_te-= 0.019"
Section
@,
deg
r/rt
X, Ys_
in. in.
0. 000 O. 010
.i00 ,142
.800 .257
.500 .565
.400 .465
.500 .555
.600 .657
.700 .710
.800 .770
.900 .819
1.000 .657
i,i00 .664
1.200 .UOI
1.500 .908
1.400 .904
1.500 .892
1.600 .870
1.700 .659
1.800 .800
1.900 .755
2.000 .696
2.100 .652
2.200 .561
2.500 .486
2.400 .406
2.500 ,525
2.600 .242
2.700 .159
8.800 .076
2.858 .019
2.685
2.900
5.000
3.052
Hub
0.70
Mean Tip
7,95 19.87
0.85 1.00
Yp_ Ys' Yp_ Ys' Yp'
in. in. in. in. in.
0.010 0.010 0.01
.088 .158 .08
.182 .255 .16
.264 .557 .24
.557 .449 .50
.400 .554 .55
.455 .606 .40
.504 .666 .44
.546 .715 .47
.581 .752 .49
.609 .777 .51
.652 .792 .5Z
.651 .798 .54
,666 .795 .54
.675 .784 .54
.676 .765 .54
.669 .758 .5_
.655 .705 .5]
.650 .665 .4[
.59_ .617 .4_
.560 .565 .41
• 515 .510 .4(
.459 .458 .5[
.598 .5o_ .5:
.550 .529 .2_
.258 .267 .2
.182 .SO5 .1
.104 .143 .0
.025 .081 .0
.019
.019 .0i
,264
.299
.550
.557
.579
.088 .046
.045 .004
.019 .019
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o
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o
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Figure 6. - Variation of blade wake characteristics with
stator-outlet free-stream critical velocity ratio.
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blade wake momentum, thickress to chord with out-
let free-stream critical _elocity ratio for three
transonic-turbine stators.
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Figure !_. - Variation in total-premure ratio
across starer wi till _[)]-ac[_:-Ol_t]i.et] crit J (m,l
ve_oc[t;j, _ fttt]o _o[tsed oft exoerilItezi!,_{.il,'>_ <)b-
t[i]i_el:i vo.]li_,,]of r[]O[[:ezl[ld[_ C!L]Ck:LOSS [_I. :m-'_l.L-
sect'on t:'8_ii_ni_ e:iiu .
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